ABSTRACT. Let r = {Ut ■ t e A} (A = Z+ -{0} or R+ -{0}) be a commuting family of nonexpansive affine operators in a Banach space X satisfying the following conditions:
Introduction.
Let (X, || • ||) be a general Banach space. Z+ is the set of nonnegative integers and R+ is the set of nonnegative real numbers. In this paper, A will be used for denoting either Z+ -{0} or R+ -{0}. For x, y G X and a G R+,
we write x ss y (mod a) if ||a; -y|| < a.
Let T = {Ut : t G A} be a commuting family of operators on X to X. The family T is said to have a modulus function M(x\T) if there exists a function M(x\T) > 0
defined on X such that for each x G X Ut+Sx « UtUgX (mod M(x\T)), 8,t G A.
For the family T we define the following conditions: (I) T is nonexpansive, i.e., \\Utx-Uty\\ < \\x-y\\, x,y€X,t€\.
(II) T has a modulus function M(-|T) defined on X.
(III) There are functions Ht{x,y\T) > 0, t G A, defined on X x X with lim supi/t(í/sx,x|r) = 0 (x G X) such that for some S G R+,
/ (mod Ht{x, y\T) + 6) (x,y G X, í G A) uniformly in a for 0 < a < 1.
(IV) supírlC/txH : í G A, r > 1} = K{x\T) < oo (i G X).
Conditions (I)-(IV) are always satisfied for semigroups of linear contractions, or more generally, for uniformly bounded semigroups of nonexpansive affine operators onX.
We prove the following theorem.
THEOREM. Let T = {[/t: t G A} be a commuting family of operators on X satisfying conditions (I)-(IV). If for x G X, the set {t~1U~tx: t G A} is relatively compact, then there exists anxeX such that X-lim t~1Utx t-»oo x and Utx -x, t G A.
In [4] , Rodé proved that if {Pn: n G Z+} is the discrete semigroup of convex Markov operators on a Banach lattice E and if {n~1Pn0: n G Z+-{0}} is relatively compact, then n-1P"0 converges strongly in E as n -> oo. Here the convex Markov operator P is supposed to be convex, monotone, and nonexpansive. The case for a general Banach space seems to have been unnoticed by Rodé. We know of no such result in general Banach spaces in the literature. Our theorem provides conditions for the validity of the mean convergence of t~lUtX for each x in a general Banach space X.
Proof of the Theorem.
We note that {f-1[/tz: t G A} is sequentially compact as t -► oo. So, there exist an x G X and a sequence {s¿} C A with 1 < si < S2 < ■ • • -► oo such that limi_00 \\s^1Uaix -x\\ = 0. According to Ut{sx + x) « sx + Utx I modi supfít(í77.2;,z¡r) + 6 \ VreA for any x, t G A. Now define, for s, t G A,
Zl(x) = Us+tx -Ut{sx + x).
We obtain \\Zl{x)\\ < M{x\T) + \\Za(x) -x\\, and therefore, Since \\Tt\\ < 1, í G A, the relative compactness of {t~lFt: t G A} implies that of {t~1Utx: t G A} for x G X. From this it follows by the theorem that there exists an / G X such that lim^oo t~1Ft = f strongly in X. Furthermore, it is easily seen thatlimj^ooi 1\\Ft+u-Ft\ Therefore we have 0 for any u G A, and so, limt-.oc t l ||Pt -TuFt|| = 0.
|/ -Tuf\\ < lim {2\\r1Ft -/|| + r'WFt -TuFt\\} = 0; that is, / is S-invariant. COROLLARY 2. Let {Ut : t G A} be a semigroup of nonexpansive affine operators on X such that sup{t_1||i7tz|| : t G A, t > 1} = K(x) < oo for x G X. ///or x G X, {í_1í/(X: t G A} ¿s relatively compact, then there exists an x G X such that limt^oo t~1UtX = x strongly in X and Utx = x (t G A). n n f-i v ' EXAMPLE 2. Let {Tt: t G R+ -{0}} be a strongly continuous semigroup of linear contractions on X and let {Ft: t G R+ -{0}} be an additive process in X with respect to {Tt}. Define Utx = Ttx + Ft, xGX, t GR+ -{0}.
It is easily seen that {Ut : t G R+ -{0}} is a semigroup of nonexpansive affine operators on X such that sup{í_1||í7tx|| : t > 1} < oo (x G X). If X is reflexive, then there exists a £ G X such that Ft = J0 Tu£du, t > 0 [1, Theorem 10]. In this case, the set C¿ = {t_1 /0 Tu£du: t > 0} is weakly sequentially compact as t -> oo, and so by the mean ergodic theorem, C% is also (strongly) sequentially compact. From this it follows that for each x G X, {t~1Utx: t > 0} is sequentially compact. Hence limt-xxj i_1J7tx (x G X) exists strongly in X.
EXAMPLE 3. Let G be a compact metric space and let {<çt : t G R+ -{0}} be a nonexpansive semiflow on G. Assume that there is given an equicontinuous additive process {Ft: t G R+ -{0}} in C(G) with respect to {<ft}, i.e., Ft+S -Ft + F" o ft (s, t > 0), sup{r_1||Ft|| : í > 0} < oo, and to every e > 0 and every u G G there corresponds a neighborhood V(u) of u such that supt>0 sup^gv»^) \Ft(u) -Ft{v)\ < e. We define Utf = fopt + Ft, f G C(G), t G R+ -{0}.
